
THE PRINCIPLES OF GHUSL 
 



  

 Wash both hands three times. 

 Wash the private parts. 

 Make complete ablution (the Prophet (pbuh) 
used to delay washing his feet until the end 
of his ghusl if he was using a tub, etc.) 

 



 Rub water through one’s hair three times, 
letting the water reach down to the roots of 
the hair. 

 

 Pour water over the entire body, beginning 
with the right side, then the left, washing 
under armpits, inside the ears, inside the 
navel, inside the toes and whatever part of 
the body can be easily rubbed.  

 



 

 Ghusl for Women – same as men, except that 
if she has plaited hair she does not have to 
undo it, provided water can reach to the roots 
of her hair.   

 



 

 

 Tayammum means “aim, purpose”. In Islamic 
Law, it refers to “aiming for or seeking soil to 
wipe one’s face and hands with the intention 
of preparing oneself to pray and so on”. 
 



 Quran: Allah (swt) says: O you who have 
believed, do not approach prayer while you 
are intoxicated until you know what you are 
saying or in a state of janabah, except those 
passing through [a place of prayer], until you 
have washed [your whole body]. And if you 
are ill or on a journey or one of you comes 
from the place of relieving himself or you 
have contacted women and find no water, 
then seek clean earth and wipe over your 
faces and your hands [with it]. Indeed, Allah is 
ever Pardoning and Forgiving.  



 An-Nisa 4:43 



 Hadith: Abu Umamah related that the Prophet 
(pbuh) said: “All of the earth has been made 
for me and my nation a pure place of prayer. 
Whenever a person from my nation wants to 
pray, he has something with which to purify 
himself, that is, the earth.” [Ahmad] 
 



When Tayammum is permissible 

 

 One cannot find water, or the amount one 
finds is insufficient for ablution 

 

 One is injured or ill  

 

 If the water is cold enough to physically harm 
the user – this is only allowed on the 
condition one is unable to heat the water. 

 



 When water is nearby, but one does not want 
to fetch it due to fear – if one fears for his 
life, family, wealth, (for e.g. if an enemy is 
nearby – beast or human, or if one is a 
prisoner etc), one may perform tayammum. 
This is also allowed if there is water but one 
lacks the proper means to get it, or if one 
fears some accusation against him if he gets 
it.  

 



 If one is saving his water for later use – this 
could be for a hound, for dough, cooking or 
to remove an impurity that is not pardonable. 

 

 One can get water, but fears that the prayer 
will be over by the time he gets it 

 



 The soil used for tayammum –  

 

it must be pure soil: this can be sand, stone, 
gypsum and so on. Allah says: “Perform 
tayammum with pure soil” and all the 
scholars of Arabic agree that “soil” is 
whatever covers the earth, dirt or otherwise.  

 



How to perform tayammum: 

 

  Intention 

 Mentioning the name of Allah 

 Strike the soil with the hands 

 Wipe the face 

 Wipe the hands up to the wrists 

 



 

 What tayammum makes permissible – after 
doing so, he/she is pure and may do any of 
the actions requiring purification, such as 
praying and touching the Quran. He/she does 
not need have to perform it during the time 
of prayer and may pray as many prayers as 
he/she wishes (unless it is nullified), just like 
the regular ablution.  



 Abu Dharr reported that the prophet (pbuh) 
said: “The soil is a purifier for a Muslim, even 
if he does not find water got twenty years. 
Then if he touches water, that is, to make 
ablution, and so on, it would be good.” 
[Ahmad and at-Tirmidhi] 

 



What nullifies tayammum: 

 

 Presence of water 

 Everything that nullifies ablution 

 



 Wiping over casts, wrappers and similar items 
– it is permissible to wipe over any 

 

 wrapper or diseased or injured bodily part.  

 

 The prayer of one who has no means of 
purifying himself – whoever cannot get water 
or soil may pray in whatever state he is in and 
will not have to repeat his prayer later.  

 



 MENSTRUATION (HAIDH) 

 

 Menstruation (Haidh) literally means 
“running”. Most scholars say that its time 
begins from the age of nine.  

 

 For the blood to be considered as haid, it 
must be one of the following colours: 

 



   
◦ Dark – dark and recognisable  

◦ Red – original colour of blood 

◦ Yellow – is a liquid, like pus 

◦ A Muddy Colour – an intermediate colour between 
black and white, like dirt. 

 



 There is no stated minimum or maximum 
length of time for the menses. If a woman has 
a customary length of time for her menses, 
she should act according to it.  

 

 Umm Salamah asked the Prophet (pbuh) 
about a woman with prolonged flow of blood. 
He said: 



 “She should look for the number of days and 
nights that she usually has her menses and 
the time of the month during which it occurs. 
Then she should leave the prayer (during 
those days and then afterwards) perform 
ghusl, tie something around her private and 
pray.” [Related by “the five” except for at-
Tirmidhi]. 



 If she has no customary period to go by, then 
she can try to distinguish between the 
different types of blood.   

 

POST-CHILDBIRTH BLEEDING 

 

 Such bleeding occurs after the birth of a 
child, regardless if the child survived or not. 

 



 Has no minimum or maximum duration, it 
could stop right after birth or there could 
even be no blood. 

 

 Maximum duration is 40 days. Said Umm 
Salamah, “During the lifetime of the Prophet 
(pbuh), the post-childbirth woman would be 
in confinement for forty days.” [Related by 
“the five”, except an-Nasa’i] 
 



Forbidden acts for women experiencing 
Menstruation and Post-Childbirth bleeding: 

   
◦ It`s similar to all acts forbidden for a person who 

has not purified himself from sex or a wet dream. 

◦ Fasting – Mu’adhah said, “I asked Aishah, ‘Why 
must we make up the fasts missed due to our 
menstruation, and not the prayers?’ She said, ‘ 

 



 That was what the Messenger of Allah told us 
to do. We were ordered to make up the fasts 
and we were ordered not to make up the 
prayers.’ [Related by “the group”] 



•  Allah says: “They question you concerning menstruation. Say: 
‘It is an illness, so let women alone at such times and go not in 
unto them until they are cleansed. And when they have 
purified themselves, then go in unto them as Allah has 
enjoined upon you. Truly, Allah loves those who turn unto Him 
and loves those who have a care for cleanliness.” [al-Baqarah: 
222]. 

 

 



 The Messenger of Allah (pbuh) said: “Do 
everything except intercourse.” [Related by 
“the group” except al-Bukhari]  

 

Women with prolonged flows of blood 

 

 This means flowing of blood outside of the 
regular time. Usually happens in 3 specific 
cases: 

 



 The woman knows that her flow of menstrual 
blood is lasting longer than usual – in this 
case, she will act according to her customary 
period (remainder will be considered days of 
prolonged blood flows). 

 



 This is based on the hadith of Umm Salamah, 
in which she asked the Messenger of Allah 
(pbuh) about this condition. He said, “She 
should wait for the days and nights of her 
normal period and figure them out of the 
month, and she should leave the prayer 
during those days. (Afterwards) she should 
perform ghusl, tighten something around her 
vagina and then pray.” [Related by “the five” 
except at-Tirmidhi] 



 The woman does not know her period well 
enough to determine if she is experiencing 
menstrual bleeding or prolonged flow of 
blood. In this case, her menstruation is 
considered to be 6/7 days, which is most 
common amongst woman. 

 

 The woman has a regular period, but she is 
able to distinguish the blood, In this case she 
should behave according to the type of blood 
she sees.  

 



 

 Fatimah bint Abu Habash had prolonged flow 
of blood, the Prophet (pbuh) told her, “If it is 
the blood of menstruation, it will be dark and 
recognizable. If it is that, then leave the 
prayer. If it is other than that, then make 
ablution and pray, for it is only due to a vein.” 
[Abu Dawud, an-Nasa’i and Ibn Hibban] 
 

 



 Women who fall in any of the above 3 cases 
must abide by the following regulations: 

  
 Ghusl – she does not have to perform ghusl 

for every prayer, except for the one time 
when her period or blood flow has ended.  

 
 She must make ablution for every prayer – 

According to Malik, this is only preferred and 
not obligatory (unless she nullifies her 
ablution). 
 



 Keeping the blood in check – she is to wash 
her vagina before she makes ablution and she 
should wear something which soaks up the 
blood.  

 

 Sex – she may have intercourse with her 
husband even while the blood is flowing, 
according to most scholars since she is pure 
to pray then she is pure enough to have 
intercourse. 

 



 

 She is to be considered a pure person and 
she may pray, fast, remain in the mosque, 
recite the Quran, touch a copy of the Quran 
and so on.  

 


